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Abstract
A nonlinear, nonlocal dielectric continuum model, called the nonlocal modified PoissonBoltzmann equation (NMPBE), has been proposed to reflect the spatial-frequency dependence
of dielectric permittivity in the calculation of electrostatics of ionic-solvated biomolecules.
However, its analysis is difficult due to its definition involving Dirac delta distributions for
modeling point charges, exponential nonlinear terms for ionic concentrations, and convolution
terms for dielectric corrections. In this paper, these difficulties are overcome through using
a solution decomposition, a non-symmetric representation of the variational problem, and a
transformation to a variational system without any convolution involved. NMPBE is then
proved to be a well posed mathematical model. This analysis establishes a foundation for the
numerical solution and application of NMPBE.
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Introduction

Since the early investigations by Dogonadze and Kornyshev about four decades ago [11, 12, 22],
significant progress has been made on nonlocal dielectric continuum models and their numerical
solvers [2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 18, 20, 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, 36, 40, 42]. As a continuation of these efforts, we
recently proposed a general nonlocal Poisson dielectric continuum model [41], and then modified
the classic Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PBE) as the first nonlinear and nonlocal dielectric model,
called the nonlocal modified Poisson-Boltzmann equation (NMPBE), to reflect the spatial-frequency
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dependence of dielectric permittivity in the calculation of electrostatics of ionic solvated biomolecules
[39]. Note that PBE has been widely applied to biomolecular simulation, rational drug design, and
many bioengineering problems [1, 14, 15, 26, 38]. As a nonlocal variant of PBE, NMPBE is expected
to work better than PBE in the calculation of electrostatics of ionic solvated biomolecules, especially
in some difficult biomolecular application problems (such as ion channel study and computer-aided
drug design). But, to turn NMPBE into a valuable tool in practice, many theoretical and numerical
studies have to be done. So far, we developed an effective finite element algorithm and a software
package for solving NMPBE numerically [39]. The purpose of this paper is to prove that NMPBE is
a well-posed mathematical model to establish a foundation for the numerical solvers and applications
of NMPBE.
It is difficult to analyze NMPBE since the definition of NMPBE involves Dirac delta distributions for modeling atomic point charges of a protein molecule, exponential nonlinear terms for ionic
concentrations, and nonlocal convolution terms for dielectric corrections. To overcome these difficulties, one key step of our analysis is to split the solution of NMPBE as a sum of three component
functions, denoted by G, Ψ, and Φ̃, with G being a known function that collects all the singular
points of the NMPBE solution and both Ψ and Φ̃ being twice continuously differentiable within
protein region Dp and solvent region Ds , respectively. In this way, we can carry out an analysis
of NMPBE through studying two component functions Ψ and Φ̃ without involving any singularity
difficulty.
In particular, we will employ a solution decomposition (see (3)) proposed in [39] for our analysis.
In this case, Ψ is defined by a linear nonlocal interface problem (see (5)) while Φ̃ is set as a solution
of a nonlinear nonlocal interface problem (see (6)). We note that in the case of PBE, three different
PBE solution decomposition formulas were reported in [8, 9, 38]. The one reported in [9] is very
different from the other two since it splits the solution u of PBE as a sum of two functions within
the protein region Dp only. The differences between the two PBE solution decompositions reported
in [8, 38] mainly occur in the definitions of Ψ and Φ̃. In [8], PBE was defined by an elliptic boundary
value problems with discontinuous piecewise coefficients, which makes sense only in the variational
form. Thus, both Ψ and Φ̃ were defined only in variational forms, along with boundary value
conditions different from the one from [38]. In contrast, PBE was treated as an interface problem in
differential form in [38]. It was then directly split into three differential subproblems for defining G,
Ψ, and Φ̃ from the point view of physics and computation. That is, the three component functions
G, Ψ, and Φ̃ reflecte the electrostatic potentials caused by the atomic charges of a protein molecule
in a solute region being the whole space R3 , the electrostatics from the interface and boundary,
and the ionic charges from the solvent region, respectively. Here a homogenous boundary value
condition is enforced in the definition of Φ̃ for the purpose of simplifying calculation. Since NMPBE
contains PBE as a special case, its solution decomposition can immediately follow the PBE solution
decomposition reported in [38].
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To overcome the difficulties caused by the nonlocal convolution terms, we next treat the convolutions of Ψ and Φ̃ as two unknown functions. This treatment allows us to reformulate the linear
and nonlinear nonlocal interface problems (see (5) and (6)) into two systems of coupled partial
differential equations (PDEs), respectively. Because the gradients of component functions Ψ and Φ̃
have jump discontinuities across an interface between the solute and solvent regions, which cause Ψ
and Φ̃ not to be in C 1 (Ω) with Ω being a bounded domain on which NMPBE is defined, we further
express these two PDE systems in variational weak forms (see (11) and (14)). Consequently, we
can use some standard variational techniques to carry out the analysis of NMPBE.
Following this approach, we proved that the linear nonlocal interface problem of Ψ has a unique
solution in our previous work [41, Theorem 5.1]. However, we did not show that Ψ is bounded on
the whole domain Ω since standard variational techniques do not work in the proof of a bounded
solution. Such boundedness is required in our analysis of the nonlinear nonlocal interface problem
that defines Φ̃. Hence, a new analysis of Ψ becomes necessary.
In this paper, we obtain a new analysis of the linear nonlocal interface problem of Ψ (see
Theorem 1). During the analysis, we present a new proof of the continuity and coercivity of a
bilinear form defined in (12) (see Lemma 1), which plays a fundamental role in our analysis. As
shown in the proof of Theorem 1, we also use Simader’s approach [34] to overcome the difficulty
that arises from estimating the boundedness of Ψ.
Finally, we use Schauder’s fixed point arguments to prove that the nonlocal nonlinear interface
problem of Φ̃ has a solution (see Theorem 2). There are several versions of Schauder’s fixed point
theorem (see [13, p. 502] and [43, Theorem 2.A and Definition 2.9] for example). In our analysis,
we used the original Schauder theorem as stated in the review article [17]. Via the solution decomposition, it implies the solution existence and uniqueness of NMPBE. Furthermore, by standard
Banach fixed point arguments, we prove that the solution is unique under some conditions (see
Theorem 3).
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the NMPBE
model and its solution decomposition. In Section 3, we describe the variational reformulations for
both Ψ and Φ̃. In Section 4, we prove the solution existence and uniqueness for the linear and
nonlinear variational problems that define Ψ and Φ̃.

2

The nonlocal modified Poisson-Boltzmann equation

Let Dp , Ds , and Γ be a protein region, a solvent region, and an interface between Dp and Ds ,
respectively. For a bounded domain Ω, we assume that Dp ⊂ Ω, Dp is surrounded by Ds , and
Ω = Dp ∪ Ds ∪ Γ,
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where Dp hosts a protein molecule (or other biomolecules) with np atomic partial charge magnitudes
np
np
{zj }j=1
at the atom positions {rj }j=1
, and Ds contains a symmetric 1:1 ionic solvent (e.g., a salt
solution containing sodium (Na+ ) and chloride (Cl− ) ions), which is commonly used in application.
A boundary value function, g, is assumed given on the boundary ∂Ω of Ω. Based on the implicit
solvent approach [26, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41], both Dp and Ds are treated as dielectric continuum media
with two different dielectric constants p and s satisfying p < s .
A nonlinear and nonlocal dielectric continuum model, called the nonlocal modified PoissonBoltzmann equation (NMPBE), has been proposed in [39] for computing electrostatics of an ionic
solvated protein. It is defined in a dimensionless form as follows:

np

1010 e2c X


zj δrj ,
r ∈ Dp ,
−p ∆u(r) =



0 kB T j=1





s − ∞ 

u(r)
−
(u
∗
Q
)(r)
+ κ2 sinh(u) = 0, r ∈ Ds ,
−∞ ∆u(r) +
λ
(1)
λ2

−
+

u(s
)
=
u(s
),
s
∈
Γ,


−)
+)


λ )(s)

p ∂u(s
= ∞ ∂u(s
+ (s − ∞ ) ∂(u∗Q
,
s ∈ Γ,

∂n(s)
∂n(s)
∂n(s)



u(s) = g(s),
s ∈ ∂Ω,
where 0 is the permittivity constant for the vacuum, ec is the elementary charge, ∞ is a dielectric
constant for water in the limit of high frequency satisfying s > ∞ , kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature, δrj is the Dirac delta distribution [29] with singularity at rj , n(s)
∂u(s)
denotes the unit outward normal vector of Dp , ∂n(s)
= ∇u(s) · n(s), the expressions for κ, u(s± ),
and

∂u(s± )
∂n(s)

are given by
κ2 = 2Is

10−17 NA e2c
,
0 kB T

u(s± ) = lim+ u(s ± tn),
t→0

∂u(s± )
∂u(s ± tn(s))
= lim+
,
t→0
∂n(s)
∂n(s)

and u ∗ Qλ denotes the convolution of u with the kernel function Qλ , which is defined by
Z
(u ∗ Qλ )(r) =
Qλ (r − r0 )u(r0 )dr0 .

(2)

R3

Here, Is is an ionic solvent strength in moles per liter (e.g., Is = 0.1), NA denotes the Avogadro number, λ is a nonlocal parameter that characterizes the polarization correlations of water molecules,
and Qλ is defined by
1
e−|r|/λ .
Qλ (r) =
4πλ2 |r|
The dimensionless NMPBE model (1) is derived from the assumption that the size of protein
region Dp is measured in angstroms (Å) while all the other physical quantities are given in the SI
0
(Le Système International d Unités) units. For reference, we list the values and units of the physical
constants ec , T , kB , and NA in Table 1.
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Table 1: Parameters of the NMPBE model (1) in SI units
Constant
Value
0
8.854187817 × 10−12
ec
1.602176565 × 10−19
T
298.15
kB
1.380648813 × 10−23
NA
6.02214129 × 1023

Unit (abbr.)
Farad/Meter (F/m)
Coulomb (C)
Kelvin (K)
Joule/Kelvin (J/K)
Number of ions/mole

Name
Vacuum permittivity
Elementary charge
Absolute temperature
Boltzmann constant
Avogadro number

The solution u of (1) is also referred to as an electrostatic potential in units kB T /ec , from which
we can regain the electrostatic potential Φ in volts by the formula
Φ=

kB T
u.
ec

When the domain Ω is large enough, the boundary value function g can be simply set to zero.
Such a selection is often used in calculation due to the fact that the solution u quickly goes to zero
as |r| → ∞. A proper selection of λ may vary from 3 to 30 depending on applications as shown in
the studies reported in [2, 18, 19, 24, 33, 39] for example.
Because of the Dirac delta distributions δrj , the solution u of the NMPBE has singularity
points at each atomic position rj , causing difficulties in the analysis of NMPBE. One effective
way to overcome the difficulties is to separate the singular and smooth parts of u by a solution
decomposition formula. In this paper, we use the solution decomposition from [39] to construct the
solution u of NMPBE as a sum of three component functions in the form
u(r) = Ψ(r) + Φ̃(r) + G(r),

r ∈ Ω,

(3)

where G is given by
np
1010 e2c X zj
,
G(r) =
4πp 0 kB T j=1 |r − rj |

(4)

which collects all the singular points r = rj for j = 1, 2, . . . , np , Ψ is a solution of the linear nonlocal
interface problem:


∆Ψ(r) = 0,
r ∈ Dp ,






−


−


s
∞
s
∞

Ψ − Ψ ∗ Qλ = −
G − G ∗ Qλ , r ∈ Ds ,

 −∞ ∆Ψ + λ2
λ2
(5)
Ψ(s− ) = Ψ(s+ ),
s ∈ Γ,


−
+
)
)

λ )(s)

p ∂Ψ(s
− ∞ ∂Ψ(s
= (s − ∞ ) ∂(Ψ∗Q
+ gΓ (s),
s ∈ Γ,

∂n(s)
∂n(s)
∂n(s)



Ψ(s) = g(s) − G(s),
s ∈ ∂Ω,
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and Φ̃ is the solution of a nonlocal and nonlinear interface problem:


∆Φ̃(r) = 0,






−


s
∞
2

−
∆
Φ̃
+
Φ̃
−
Φ̃
∗
Q

∞
λ + κ sinh(Φ̃ + Ψ + G) = 0,

λ2
Φ̃(s− ) = Φ̃(s+ ),



Φ̃(s− )
Φ̃(s+ )
λ )(s)

p ∂∂n(s)
− ∞ ∂∂n(s)
= (s − ∞ ) ∂(Φ̃∗Q
,

∂n(s)



Φ̃(s) = 0,

r ∈ Dp ,
r ∈ Ds ,
s ∈ Γ,

(6)

s ∈ Γ,
s ∈ ∂Ω.

Here gΓ (s) is given by
gΓ (s) = (s − ∞ )

∂G(s)
∂(G ∗ Qλ )(s)
+ (∞ − p )
.
∂n(s)
∂n(s)

(7)

Clearly, G is smooth in Ds . With [42, Corollary A.1, p. 192], we can find an analytical expression
for the convolution Ĝ = G ∗ Qλ as follows:
np
1010 e2c X 1 − e−|r−rj |/λ
Ĝ(r) =
,
zj
4πp 0 kB T j=1
|r − rj |

(8)

from which follows an analytical expression of ∇Ĝ and that both Ĝ and ∇Ĝ are continuous in Ds .
Thus, from the equations of (5) and (6) we can claim that both Ψ and Φ̃ are twice continuously
differentiable in Dp and Ds , respectively [16]. Hence, the interface problems (5) and (6) are well
defined. In other words, the differential form (1) of NMPBE has been well redefined via the solution
decomposition formula (3).
Clearly, setting ∞ = s immediately reduces the NMPBE model (1) to the classic PBE model:

np

1010 e2c X


−p ∆u(r) =
r ∈ Dp ,
zj δrj ,



0 kB T j=1



−s ∆u(r) + κ2 sinh(u) = 0,
r ∈ Ds ,
(9)
−
+

∂u(s
)
∂u(s
)

−
+
 u(s ) = u(s ), p

= s
, s ∈ Γ,


∂n(s)
∂n(s)



u(s) = g(s),
s ∈ ∂Ω.
Correspondingly, the solution decomposition of PBE given in [38] can be derived from the solution
decomposition of NMPBE by setting ∞ = s . Hence, an analysis of NMPBE can contain the PBE
analysis as a special case.
In the solution decomposition (3), we have set the boundary values of Φ̃ to be zero for the
purpose of simplifying the calculation and analysis. Because of this special setting, Ψ collects all
the electrostatic potential contributions from the boundary ∂Ω and the interface Γ. Clearly, Φ̃ can
be regarded as the electrostatic potential caused by ionic charges from the ionic solvent while G is
the potential induced by the atomic charges of the protein immersed in the solute region being the
whole space R3 .
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Variational formulation of NMPBE

Due to the jump of the flux interface conditions, we cannot expect that Ψ and Φ̃ are in C 1 (Ω).
Thus, it is necessary to reformulate their interface problems (5) and (6) into variational weak forms
in order to analyze them.
Let u1 , u2 , ĝ, and Ĝ denote the convolutions of Ψ, Φ̃, g, and G, respectively, with the kernel
function Qλ being given in (2). It is known (see [20, 21] for example) that Qλ is a Yukawa-type
kernel satisfying the equation
−λ2 ∆Qλ (r) + Qλ (r) = δ(r),

r ∈ R3 ,

where δ(r) denotes the Dirac-delta distribution at the origin. From the above equation we can
easily find that u1 and u2 satisfy the equations
− λ2 ∆u1 (r) + u1 (r) − Ψ(r) = 0,

−λ2 ∆u2 (r) + u2 (r) − Φ̃(r) = 0,

r ∈ R3 .

(10)

Let H 1 (Ω) and H01 (Ω) denote the usual Sobolev function spaces, and set
φ1 = (Ψ, u1 ), φ2 = (Φ̃, u2 ), v = (v1 , v2 ), V = H01 (Ω) × H01 (Ω).
e
e
e
Following what was done in [41], we can use (10) to obtain a variational weak form of the linear
interface problem (5) as follows:
Find φ1 ∈ H 1 (Ω) × H 1 (Ω) satisfying Ψ(s) = g(s) − G(s) and u1 (s) = ĝ(s) − Ĝ(s) for all s ∈ ∂Ω
such thate
a(φ1 , v ) = `1 (v )
∀v ∈ V,
(11)
e
e
e e
where a(w, v ) with w = (w1 , w2 ) is defined by
e e
e
Z
Z
a(w, v ) =p
∇w1 (r) · ∇v1 (r)dr + ∞
∇w1 (r) · ∇v1 (r)dr
Dp
Ds
e e
Z
(12)
+ (s − ∞ )
∇w2 (r) · ∇v1 (r)dr
Ds
Z
Z
2
+λ
∇w2 (r) · ∇v2 (r)dr + [w2 (r) − w1 (r)] v2 (r)dr,
Ω

Ω

and `1 (v ) is defined by
e
Z
Z
`1 (v ) = (∞ − s )
∇Ĝ(r) · ∇v1 (r)dr + (p − ∞ )
∇G(r) · ∇v1 (r)dr.
(13)
e
Ds
Ds
Similarly, the nonlinear interface problem (6) can be formulated as the following nonlinear
variational problem: Find φ2 ∈ V such that
e
Z
2
a(φ2 , v ) + κ
sinh(Φ̃ + Ψ + G)v1 (r) dr = 0 ∀v ∈ V.
(14)
e
Ds
e e
Introducing extra unknown functions u1 and u2 avoids the difficulties that may be caused by the
convolution terms of NMPBE. The above two variational problems do not contain any convolution
term, but the bilinear functional form a(·, ·) has become unsymmetric.
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Solution existence and uniqueness of NMPBE

The analysis of NMPBE now can be done through analyzing the two variational problems given
in (11) and (14). In [41, Theorem 5.1] it has been shown that (11) has a unique solution. But,
as required by our analysis of the nonlinear variational problem (14), we have to estimate the
boundedness of Ψ in the whole domain Ω. To do so, in this section, we present a new analysis of
the linear variational problem (11) for Ψ. We then analyze the nonlinear variational problem (14)
to prove the existence and uniqueness of Φ̃.
We first show that the bilinear form a(·, ·) is bounded and coercive in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 Let a(·, ·) be a bilinear form defined in (12). If the parameter λ is sufficiently large,
then there exist constants C1 > 0 and C2 > 0 such that
|a(w, v )| ≤ C1 kwkH 1 (Ω) kv kH 1 (Ω)
e e
e
e

and

|a(v , v )| ≥ C2 kv k2H 1 (Ω)
ee
e

where the norm kv kH 1 (Ω) of V is defined by
e
q
kv kH 1 (Ω) = kv1 k2H 1 (Ω) + kv2 k2H 1 (Ω)
e

∀w, v ∈ V,
e e

for v = (v1 , v2 ) ∈ V.
e

Proof. Set w = (w1 , w2 ) and v = (v1 , v2 ). For clarity, we set
e
e
a(w, v ) = a0 (w, v ) + a1 (w, v ),
e e
e e
e e
where a0 (w, v ) and a1 (w, v ) are defined by
e e
e e
Z

a0 (w, v ) =
(r)∇w1 · ∇v1 + λ2 ∇w2 · ∇v2 + w2 v2 dr,
e e
Ω
and

Z

a1 (w, v ) = c1
e e
Here, c1 = s − ∞ , and  is defined by

Z
∇w2 · ∇v1 dr −

Ds

(
(r) =

w1 v2 dr.
Ω

p , r ∈ Dp ,
∞ , r ∈ Ds .

Clearly, a0 is continuous on V. The continuity of a1 follows from
|a1 (w, v )| ≤ kw1 kL2 (Ω) kv2 kL2 (Ω) + c1 k∇w2 kL2 (Ω) k∇v1 kL2 (Ω)
e e
≤ max{1, c1 }kwkH 1 (Ω) kv kH 1 (Ω) .
e
e
This completes the proof of the continuity of a(·, ·) on V.

(15)
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To show the coercivity of a on V, we first use Poincaré’s inequality to get that


∀v ∈ V,
a0 (v , v ) ≥ c0 min kv1 k2H 1 (Ω) + λ2 kv2 k2H 1 (Ω)
e
ee
where c0 is the constant in Poincaré’s inequality, and
min = min{p , ∞ }.
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it is known that


Z
1
1
2
2
∇v1 · ∇v2 dr ≤
δ1 kv1 kH 1 (Ω) + kv2 kH 1 (Ω)
2
δ1
Ds
and

Z

1
v1 v2 dr ≤
2
Ω



1
2
2
δ2 kv1 kH 1 (Ω) + kv2 kH 1 (Ω)
δ2

for any δ1 > 0,

for any δ2 > 0.

Using the above inequalities with δ1 = c0 min /(s − ∞ ) and δ2 = c0 min /2, we get
a(v , v ) = a0 (v , v ) + a1 (v , v )
ee
ee

e e
(s − ∞ ) 
1
δ2 δ1 (s − ∞ ) 
−
kv1 k2H 1 (Ω) + c0 λ2 −
kv2 k2H 1 (Ω)
≥ c0 min − −
2
2
2δ2
2δ1


min
2
2
kv1 kH 1 (Ω) + α0 kv2 kH 1 (Ω)
=c0
4n
o
min
≥c0 min
∀v ∈ V,
, α0 kv k2H 1 (Ω)
4
e
e
where
α0 =

2c20 min λ2 − (s − ∞ )2 − 2
(s − ∞ )2 + 2
2
=
λ
−
>0
2c20 min
2c20 min

(16)

provided that λ is large enough. Setting
αa = c0 min

n

min

4

o
, α0 ,

(17)

we conclude that
a(v , v ) ≥ αa kv k2H 1 (Ω)
∀v ∈ V,
e
ee
e
and this completes the proof of the coercivity of a on V. QED

(18)

We now present our analysis of the linear variational problem (11) in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 If the parameter λ is sufficiently large, then the linear variational problem (11) has a
unique solution. Moreover, for a Lipschitz continuous interface Γ, the solution Ψ satisfies
kΨkL∞ (Ω) ≤ CkΨkWp1 (Ω) < ∞

for p > 3.

(19)
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Proof. The boundedness of the linear functional `1 of (13) has been shown in the proof of [41,
Theorem 5.1]. Thus, Lemma 1 and the Lax-Milgram Theorem [6, Theorem 2.7.7] imply the first
part of Theorem 1.
To prove the second part of Theorem 1, we can write (5) as


∆Ψ(r) = 0,
r ∈ Dp ,




−


s
∞

−∞ ∆Ψ(r) +
Ψ(r) = f (r),
r ∈ Ds ,

λ2−
+
(20)
∂Ψ(s )
∂Ψ(s )


− ∞
= b(s), s ∈ Γ,
Ψ(s− ) = Ψ(s+ ), p


∂n(s)
∂n(s)



Ψ(s) = g(s) − G(s),
s ∈ ∂Ω,
where f and b are defined by
f (r) =

s − ∞
s − ∞
(Ψ ∗ Qλ )(r) −
(G − G ∗ Qλ )(r), r ∈ Ds ,
2
λ
λ2

and
b(s) = (s − ∞ )

∂(Ψ ∗ Qλ )(s)
+ gΓ (s).
∂n(s)

We set f (r) = 0 for r ∈ Dp . Since Ψ ∈ H 1 (Ω), we have f ∈ L∞ (Ω). Thus, (20) can be reformulated
as the variational problem
Z
(r)∇Ψ(r) · ∇v(r) dr = F(v) ∀v ∈ H01 (Ω),
(21)
Ω

where F is the linear functional defined by
Z
I
F(v) =
f (r)v(r) dr + b(s)v(s) ds
Ω

∀v ∈ H01 (Ω).

(22)

Γ

If Γ is Lipschitz continuous, then Dp and Ds are both measurable sets, and b ∈ L∞ (Γ), so by
0
the trace theorem, we have F ∈ (W11 (Ω) . Moreover, with [31, Theorem 2], we know that
Ψ ∈ Wp1+s (Ω)

for 2 ≤ p < ∞ and 0 ≤ s < 1/p.

(23)

Hence, Sobolev’s inequality [23, p. 61] and (23) imply (19). This completes the proof. QED
We next consider the nonlinear variational problem (14).
When κ = 0, the unique solution to (14) is φ2 = 0. For κ > 0, the problem is complicated by
e existence does not guarantee bounded solutions.
the fact that the standard variational approach to
Thus we use Simader’s approach [34] which allows us to conclude that for two positive integers p
and q satisfying 1/p + 1/q = 1,
a(φ, v )
kφkWp1 (Ω) ≤ Cp sup
e e .
kv
k
v
∈V
W 1 (Ω)
e
e q
e

(24)
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We now utilize Shauder’s fixed point arguments to prove the solution existence for the nonlinear
variational problem (14). There are several versions of Schauder’s fixed point theorem (see [13,
p. 502] and [43, Theorem 2.A and Definition 2.9] for example). We will use the original Schauder
theorem, which is succinctly stated in the review article [17] as
Schauder’s fixed point theorem: Let H be a convex and closed subset of a Banach space.
Then any continuous and compact map F : H → H has a fixed point.
Let F (w) with w = (w1 , w2 ) denote a linear functional defined by
e
e
Z
2
hF (w), v i = −κ
sinh(w1 (r) + Ψ(r) + G(r)) v1 (r) dr for v = (v1 , v2 ) ∈ V.
e e
e
Ds

(25)

We construct a mapping T : L∞ (Ω) × L∞ (Ω) → Wp1 (Ω) × Wp1 (Ω) by
T (w) = z ∈ Wp1 (Ω) × Wp1 (Ω) ∀w = (w1 , w2 ) ∈ L∞ (Ω) × L∞ (Ω),
e
e
e

(26)

where z = (z1 , z2 ) denotes a unique solution of the following variational problem:
e
a(z , v ) = hF (w), v i ∀v ∈ V.
ee
e e
e

(27)

Let K = kΨ + GkL∞ (Ds ) . Because of (19), it is easy to see that 0 < K < ∞. Using this constant
and Schauder’s fixed point theorem, we obtain a proof of the solution existence of the nonlinear
variational system (14) in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Suppose that 3 < p < ∞ and K = kΨ + GkL∞ (Ds ) < ∞. Then there is a constant
cp < ∞ such that, if the constant κ satisfies
q
κ ≤ K/(cp sinh(2K)) ,
(28)
then the nonlinear variational system (14) has a solution, φ2 , and
e
kφ2 kWp1 (Ω) ≤ K.
e
Proof. Since w1 ∈ L∞ (Ds ), we can show that F (w), which is defined in (25), is bounded as follows:
e
|hF (w), v i| ≤ κ2 sinh(2K)kv1 kL1 (Ds ) ≤ Ckv kH 1 (Ω)
e e
e

∀v ∈ V.
e

(29)

Thus, from Lemma 1 and the Lax-Milgram theorem, (29) implies the solution existence and uniqueness of (27). Hence, the mapping T is well defined.
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Moreover, (24) and (29) imply
kφ2 kWp1 (Ω)
e

hF (φ2 ), v i
≤ Cp sup
e e
v ∈V kv kWq1 (Ω)
e
e

kv kL1 (Ds )
≤ Cp κ2 sinh(2K) sup e
v ∈V kv kWq1 (Ω)
e
e
≤ Cp κ2 sinh(2K)|Ds |1/p .
Finally, Sobolev’s inequality implies that
kφ2 kL∞ (Ω) ≤ cS kφ2 kWp1 (Ω) ≤ cp sinh(2K)κ2 ≤ K
e
e
provided that
p > 3,

and

κ≤

q

K/(cp sinh(2K)).

Here cp = cS Cp |Ds |1/p .
Since 0 < K < ∞, we construct a ball, BK , of radius K in L∞ (Ω) × L∞ (Ω) by
BK = {w = (w1 , w2 ) | w1 , w2 ∈ L∞ (Ω), kwkL∞ (Ω) < K},
e
e
0
, in Wp1 (Ω) × Wp1 (Ω) by
and another bounded set, BK
0
BK
= {z = (z1 , z2 ) | z1 , z2 ∈ Wp1 (Ω), kz kWp1 (Ω) < Cp |Ds |1/p K}.
e
e
0
for any p > 3. For such p > 3, Rellich’s Theorem [13, p.
We know that T maps BK into BK ∩ BK
272] implies that the closure of the latter set in L∞ (Ω) is compact. This proves that T is a compact
mapping. Clearly, BK is a convex and closed subset of the Banach space L∞ (Ω) × L∞ (Ω). Thus,
Schauder’s fixed point theorem implies that T has a fixed point, φ2 , in BK such that
e
φ2 = T (φ2 ).
e
e
QED

We next exhibit a solution by showing that T is a contraction provided that a different condition
holds on κ, and moreover we prove that under this condition the nonlinear variational system (14)
has a unique solution in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let K = kΨ + GkL∞ (Ds ) , αa be given in (17), and ΛK be the Lipschitz constant for
the function s → sinh(s) on [−2K, 2K]. If the parameter κ of the nonlinear interface problem (6)
satisfies
p
κ < αa /ΛK ,
(30)
then the nonlinear variational system (14) has a unique solution.
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Proof. Using the mapping T defined in (26), we define a sequence, {φ(n) }, by
e
(n)
(n−1)
φ = Tφ
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
e
e
(n)
where the initial guess φ(0) is simply set as zero, and φ(n) = (Φ̃(n) , u2 ) is defined by the linear
e
e
variational system:
Z
(n)
2
a(φ , v ) = −κ
sinh(Φ̃(n−1) + Ψ + G)v1 dr ∀v ∈ V.
(31)
e
Ds
e e
Similar to the second part of the proof of Theorem 2, we can claim that
kφ(n) kL∞ (Ω) ≤ K for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
e
We now consider the difference e(n) = φ(n) − φ(n−1) . Let U = Ψ + G. Since
e
e
(n−2)
(n−1)
sinh(Φ̃
(r) + U (r)) − sinh(Φ̃
(r) + U (r)) ≤ ΛK Φ̃(n−2) (r) − Φ̃(n−1) (r) ,
for all r, with (31), we have that for any v ∈ V,
e
(n)
(n)
a(e , v ) = a(φ , v ) − a(φ(n−1) , v )
e
e
eZ e
e
2
(n−2)
=κ
(sinh(Φ̃
+ U ) − sinh(Φ̃(n−1) + U ))v1 dr
Ds
Z
2
≤ κ ΛK
|Φ̃(n−2) − Φ̃(n−1) | |v1 | dr
Ds
2

from which it follows that

(n−2)

(32)

(33)

(n−1)

≤ κ ΛK kφ
−φ
kL2 (Ω) kv kL2 (Ω)
e
e
e
≤ κ2 ΛK kφ(n−2) − φ(n−1) kH 1 (Ω) kv kH 1 (Ω)
e
e
e
= κ2 ΛK ke(n−1) kH 1 (Ω) kv k,
e
ke(n) kH 1 (Ω) ≤ κ2 ΛK αa−1 ke(n−1) kH 1 (Ω) ,

(34)

where αa is defined in (17). Thus, under the condition (30), the mapping φ(n−1) → φ(n) is a
e
e
contraction, and so the sequence {φ(n) } converges to a solution of (14).
To show that (14) has a uniquee solution, we suppose that φ1 and φ2 are two solutions of (14)
e
e
satisfying (32). A variant of (33) gives
Z
1
2
2
a(φ − φ , v ) = κ
(sinh(Φ̃1 + U ) − sinh(Φ̃2 + U ))v1 dr
Ds
e
e e
Z
2
≤ κ ΛK
|Φ̃1 − Φ̃2 | |v1 | dr
(35)
Ds
2
1
2
≤ κ ΛK kφ − φ kL2 (Ω) kv kL2 (Ω)
e
e
e
≤ κ2 ΛK kφ1 − φ2 kH 1 (Ω) kv kH 1 (Ω) .
e
e
e
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Using the coercivity (18), we have from (35) that
kφ1 − φ2 k2H 1 (Ω) ≤ α0−1 a(φ1 − φ2 , φ1 − φ2 ) ≤ κ2 ΛK α0−1 kφ1 − φ2 k2H 1 (Ω)
(36)
e
e e
e
e
e
e
e
which yields a contradiction
kφ1 − φ2 kH 1 (Ω) < kφ1 − φ2 kH 1 (Ω)
e
e
e
e
unless φ1 = φ2 . QED
e
e
The condition (28) is less restrictive than (30). Asymptotically for large K, (28) means that we
can take κ as large as κ2 ≈ cKe−K , whereas (30) means that κ2 ≈ ce−K is the upper limit. In the
former case, the solution may not be unique, but a continuation method could potentially be used
to compute physically relevant solutions.

5

Conclusions

We have shown that the nonlocal modified PBE model is well posed. The proof involves only
standard ideas, but there are two key difficulties to be addressed. One results from the Coulombic
potential and the modeling of point charges via Dirac δ-functions, and the other is the unbounded
nonlinear expression for the ionic correction. We handle the first by subtracting an analytical
expression for the point charges in a vacuum and the second by a non-symmetric representation of
the variational problem.
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